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Ques 1. A) What are the types of knowledge to be mined in data mining?        Marks:2 

B) Describe the steps involved  in data mining as a process of knowledge discovery.  

Ans: (A) 

Characterization 

Discrimination 

Association 

Classification 

prediction 

Clustering 

Outlier analysis 

Other data mining tasks 

B)The steps involved in data mining when viewed as a process of knowledgediscovery are as 

follows: 

•Data cleaning, a process that removes or transforms noise and inconsistent data 

•Data integration, where multiple data sources may be combined 

•Data selection, where data relevant to the analysis task are retrieved from thedatabase. 

•Data transformation, where data are transformed or consolidated into formsappropriate for 

mining . 

•Data mining, an essential process where intelligent and efficient methods areapplied in 

order to extract patterns . 

•Pattern evaluation, a process that identifes the truly interesting patternsrepresenting 

knowledge based on some interestingness measures . 

•Knowledge presentation, where visualization and knowledge representationtechniques are 

used to present the mined knowledge to the user. 

 



 

Ques 2.           Marks: 2 

A)Compare the Precision and Recall metrics for classifier evaluation. Illustrate your 

answer using confusion matrix.        

B)For two runs of K-Mean clustering is it expected to get same clustering results? 

Justify your answer. 

i. Yes 

ii. No 

Ans.  (A) 

 

Precision - Precision is the ratio of correctly predicted positive observations to the total 

predicted positive observations. The question that this metric answer is of all passengers that 

labeled as survived, how many actually survived? High precision relates to the low false 

positive rate. We have got 0.788 precision which is pretty good. 

Precision = TP/TP+FP 

Recall (Sensitivity) - Recall is the ratio of correctly predicted positive observations to the all 

observations in actual class - yes. The question recall answers is: Of all the passengers that 

truly survived, how many did we label? We have got recall of 0.631 which is good for this 

model as it’s above 0.5. 

Recall = TP/TP+FN 

(B)No, K-Means clustering algorithm instead converses on local minima which might also 

correspond to the global minima in some cases but not always. Therefore, it’s advised to run 

the K-Means algorithm multiple times before drawing inferences about the clusters. 



However, note that it’s possible to receive same clustering results from K-means by setting 

the same seed value for each run. But that is done by simply making the algorithm choose the 

set of same random no. for each run. 

Ques 3.         Marks: 2 

(A)What is the main limitation of the Naïve Bayesian Classifier?   

(B) Discuss Issues in Web Usage Data. 

Ans. (A) 

i: Incomplete training data 

In order to implement it, we need to compute several conditional probabilities. Specifically, 

the class conditional probability, which states the probability that an attribute assumes a 

particular value, given the outcome or response class.  

 

To overcome this problem, all implementations use something called a Laplace correction to 

assign arbitrarily low probabilities in such cases so that the probability computation does not 

become zero. 

ii: Continuous variables 

When an attribute is continuous, computing the probabilities by the traditional method of 

frequency counts is not possible. In this case we would either need to convert the attribute to 

a discrete variable or use probability density functions to compute probability densities (not 

actual probabilities). 

iii: Attribute independence 

This is by far the most important weakness and something which requires a little bit of extra 

effort. In the calculation of outcome probabilities using the classical Bayes theorem, the 

implicit assumption is that all the attributes are mutually independent. This allows us to 

multiply the class conditional probabilities in order to compute the outcome probability. 

 

(B) 

• Session Identification  

• CGI Data  

• Caching  

• Dynamic Pages  

• Robot Detection and Filtering  

• Transaction Identification  

o Identify Unique Users  

o Identify Unique User transaction 

Ques 5.           Marks:3

  

What association rules can be found in following set, if the minimum support  is 60% and the 

minimum confidence (i.e. accuracy) is 80% ?       

Trans_id     Itemlist 

T1               {K, A, D, B}  

T2                {D, A C, E, B}  

T3                {C, A, B, E}  

T4                {B, A, D} 

 



Solution (5) 

Trans_id A B C D E K 

T1 1 1 0 1 0 1 

T2 1 1 1 1 1 0 

T3 1 1 1 0 1 0 

T4 1 1 0 1 0 0 

 

STEP 1. Form the item sets. Let's start by forming the item set containing one item. The number of 

occurrences and the support of each item set is given after it. In order to reach a minimum support of 

60%, the item has to occur in at least 3 transactions. 

 A 4, 100%  

B 4, 100%  

C 2, 50%  

D 3, 75%  

E 2, 50%  

K 1, 25% 

 

STEP 2. Now let's form the item sets containing 2 items. We only take the item sets from the 

previous phase whose support is 60% or more.  

A B 4, 100%  

A D 3, 75% 

 B D 3, 75% 

 

 STEP 3. The item sets containing 3 items. We only take the item sets from the previous phase whose 

support is 60% or more. 

 A B D 3  

 

STEP4.Let’s now form the rules and calculate their confidence (c). We only take the item sets from 

the previous phases whose support is 60% or more.  

Rules: 

 A -> B P(B|A) = |B∩A| / |A| = 4/4, |c: 100%  

B -> A c: 100%  

A -> D c: 75%  

D -> A c: 100%  

B -> D c: 75%  

D -> B c: 100%  

AB -> D c: 75%  

D -> AB c: 100% 

AD -> B c: 100% 

 B - > AD c: 75%  

BD -> A c: 100%  

A -> BD c: 75%  

The rules with a confidence measure of 75% are pruned, and we are left with the following rule set: 

A -> B  

B -> A 

D -> A  

D -> B  

D -> AB 

AD-> B  

DB-> A 


